PARTICULAR ASPECTS OF THE NECESSITY OF LEGAL REGULATION OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN UKRAINE

The purpose of the study was to demonstrate particular legal and objective reasons for necessity and expediency of legal regulation advancement, development and usage of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Ukraine. Chapter 1 «Understanding of Artificial Intelligence» gives examples of AI applications, doctrinal and diverse legal definitions of AI. Chapter 2 «Necessity and Expediency of legal regulation of Artificial Intelligence in Ukraine» shows the necessity of legal regulation, exemplifies the gaps in current legislation. This Chapter demonstrates that it is paramount to establish protection of IP rights within AI legal relationships in Ukraine. Also, Chapter 2 analyzes particular issues in AI and national, international and social security, questions of data protection. Chapter 3 «Conclusion» demonstrates that absence of specific AI regulation could potentially lead to numerous problems in public/private sectors, for economics, businesses, civilians.
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INTRODUCTION: FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Nowadays practically each of us heard such complex definition as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and it is rapid development all over the World. However, do we actually know, and what is more important, do we understand the definition of AI? It is vital to know how AI works and effects most countries (more specifically Ukraine), economics, public and private sectors, industries, societies and all of us as particular individuals. According to the Pega’s (technology company, based in Cambridge, Massachusetts) infographic, from 6,000 consumers only 33 percent admit that they use technology with AI. However, in reality 77 percent of all the respondents are actually use an AI-powered service or device. Moreover, 70 percent think they understand AI, but it does not coincide with reality [1]. Such statistics evidence that many people do not understand the essence of AI and the level of implementation and applicability of AI technologies in our everyday life. Currently, due to the active usage and tremendous growth of AI applications worldwide, many countries (for instance,
EU countries and USA are one of the global leaders in AI field face legal and practical issues, litigations in AI and other related areas. At the present time, the most important questions of concern are:

1. The level of responsibility for AI technology;
2. Data protection, protection of national security, fundamental human rights and freedoms (during use of AI application);
3. Protection of intellectual property rights on AI components and AI applications/inventions, how AI applications itself could be protected (copyright, patent, trade secret protection);
4. Protection of intellectual property rights of AI developers, engineers, programmers, providers etc.

It is essential to create legislation that could clarify that AI applications should be created and used with adherence rule of law and current legislation. That is why, absence of legal regulation of AI could potentially cause damage national security, fundamental human rights and freedoms. Also, it is hard to foreseen potential violation by AI, without appropriate legal regulation (framework) of AI. Nowadays, crucial issues, connected to AI area are still a part of the debate processes in Ukraine. For Ukraine it is essential to develop Ukrainian AI legal regulation, attract investments, support and encourage IT/AI software developers to provide high quality AI applications in Ukraine. This study demonstrates a concrete examples and cases of international practice in the intellectual property protection, as well as AI and national, international and social security, and data protection. The purpose of the study was to demonstrate particular legal and objective reasons for necessity and expediency of legal regulation advancement, development and usage of AI in Ukraine.

In 2018 Gorshenin Institute in cooperation with Everest group held an opinion poll «Artificial Intelligence: Ukrainian Dimension». The primary sociological data was collected by means of standardized face-to-face interviews (total of 1,000 interviews was conducted (aged 16—65 years old)). According to that sociological study 73.3 percent of respondents answered that they are rather and certainly interested in new technologies, together with 74.1 percent of interviewees answered that they feel the impact of AI in their life. Also, 84.7 percent of respondents heard the term AI, along with 34.8 percent have strong association that AI are robots and robotics [2]. So, what is the definition of AI itself and what is the distinction between AI and robotics?

1. UNDERSTANDING OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Back in 1995, Russell and Norvig noticed that AI encompasses a huge variety of subfields, from general-purpose areas such as perception and logical reasoning, to specific tasks such as playing chess, proving mathematical theorems, writing poetry, and diagnosing diseases [3, p. 4]. Indeed, present days AI widely used in many industries (for instance, healthcare, education, justice field etc.) by many counties, including Ukraine. The brightest example of usage AI in healthcare area is AI-assisted robotic surgeries [4]. The most famous and widely used AI-assisted robot is the DaVinci surgical system (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA) that can conduct minimally invasive surgeries. The DaVinci is a «master-slave» robot completely dependent upon human control and used worldwide. Despite the fact that the da Vinci robot, first introduced in 2000, and is the predominant commercially available robotic surgery system [5, pp. 1, 3], the first one surgery in Ukraine with the da Vinci was conducted only in 2021 at the Lviv Clinical Emergency Hospital [6]. Noteworthy example of AI in the field of education is worldwide known Ukrainian technology company Grammarly that develops a digital writing tool using AI, which helps to write texts in English [7]. Internet Court of China can be an exemplification in the field of justice. The
«smart court» includes non-human judges, powered by AI and allows participants to register their cases online and resolve their legal cases via a digital court hearing. The Chinese Internet courts handle a variety of disputes, which include intellectual property, e-commerce, financial disputes related to online conduct, loans acquired or performed online, domain name issues, property and civil rights cases involving the Internet, product liability arising from online purchases and certain administrative disputes [8]. In comparison, in Ukraine exists the Electronic Court system (subsystem operates in a test mode) that allows to perform only limited range of actions and only helps to file an exhaustive list of lawsuits, track the progress of the case, file procedural documents, pay court fees and control the receipt of lawsuits against yourself, and all these actions are carried out online [9]. But AI at the Ukrainian Electronic Court system do not make any court decisions on law cases and do not solve any kind of disputes (unlike Internet Court of China, where AI non-human judge resolve certain kind of cases and adjudicate).

Important to emphasize that in the field of AI there is a differentiation of AI applications (systems). In 1980 John R. Searle [10] (University of California, Berkeley) distinguish «strong» AI from the «weak» AI (also called «narrow» AI). According to the recent white paper «Artificial Intelligence and Robotics» (2018) most existing intelligent systems that use machine learning, pattern recognition, data mining or natural language processing are examples of «weak» AI. Intelligent systems, powered with «weak» AI include recommender systems, spam filters, self-driving cars, and industrial robots. In contrast, «strong» AI is usually described as an intelligent system endowed with real consciousness and is able to think and reason in the same way as a human being [11, p. 6]. Enrique Piracís stated that «strong» AI generally refers to the ability of a machine to perform «general intelligent action», which is why it is also referred to as artificial general intelligence [12, p. 297]. In addition, any kind of AI («weak» AI, nor «strong» AI) is not equal to the term robotics. Talking about distinctions between AI and Robotics, Robots are programmable machines that can carry out routine tasks semi-or-fully autonomously. Artificial intelligence, on the other hand, is the development of computer models to complete tasks that would otherwise require human intelligence. In other words, artificial intelligence algorithms are generally self-trained to carry out tasks with some level of human behavior (e. g. language understanding capabilities). This shows that the two branches are fundamentally different, in that robots carry out pre-defined and routine tasks while artificial intelligence attempts to mimic «intelligence». There is, however, an intersection of these two branches, which is artificially intelligent machines. Artificially intelligent robots or machines are the bridge between artificial intelligence and robotics [13, p. 1].

Thus, AI and Robotic are completely separate fields of technology. Both, there are complex and have their own individual characteristics, elements, components and essence. However, AI and Robots areas correlate and complement each other meanwhile creating and performing particular tasks. In Robotics field there are different types of robots (less or more advanced). There are some key features for understanding of main differences between AI and Robots (especially advanced artificial intelligent Robots). AI is an intelligent algorithm that is an intangible asset, while Robotics (Robots) have physical form of expression. In simple terms, AI as an intangible algorithm (roughly speaking could be compared to simulation of human brain activity) is one of the general components of such type of robots as advanced intelligent Robots that are tangible objects, which again, roughly speaking, could be compared to physical body (objects).
Fast inevitable advancement and spread of AI (regardless of the AI country of origin) to all countries, economics, public and/or private sectors necessitate development and adoption of law that could regulate the advancement, development and usage of AI (especially in Ukraine) with the strong purpose to:

a) protect national security;


c) to encourage IT and AI software developers, engineers, representatives to work on and to create high quality AI applications with adherence rule of law.

Importantly, legal regulation of AI will create conducive space for AI development and as a result will cause economic and business growth. That regulation should start from giving legal definition of AI. There are a wide range of diverse terminology of AI. The doctrinal AI definition is not cutting-edge. The first «AI period» began with the Dartmouth conference in 1956, where AI got its name and mission. McCarthy coined the term «Artificial Intelligence» (AI), which became the name of the scientific field [20, p. 7]. AI is a young discipline of sixty years, which is a set of sciences, theories and techniques (including mathematical logic, statistics, probabilities, computational neurobiology, computer science) that aims to imitate the cognitive abilities of a human being [21].

Currently, term AI has no single consolidated legal definition. For instance, World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) do not give precise and clear legal expression of AI. On the WIPO web-site stated that AI is generally considered to be a discipline of computer science that is aimed at developing machines and systems that can carry out tasks considered to require human intelligence [22]. On Third Session of the «WIPO Conversation on Intellectual Property (IP) and Artificial Intelligence (AI)» was concurred and said a basic definition of AI and AI-related terms needs to be agreed upon. However, it was also generally recognized that establishing a definition would be difficult given how fast AI technologies are evolving [23, para. 16]. In contrast, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) gives definition to AI system that is a machine-based system that can, for a given set of human-defined objectives, make predictions, recommendations, or decisions influencing real or virtual environments [24]. The Council of Europe Ad hoc Committee on Artificial Intelligence (CAHAI) in the official Glossary gives the term AI as a set of sciences, theories and techniques whose purpose is to reproduce by a machine the cognitive abilities of a human being [25]. In addition, the European Union’s institutions that are responsible for the development of legislation in AI field in
AI initiatives give proposals on AI matters, discuss the most concrete and accurate term of AI by giving definition of AI as AI systems. According to the Policy paper of European Commission «Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the European Council, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions: Artificial Intelligence for Europe» AI refers to systems that display intelligent behaviour by analysing their environment and taking actions — with some degree of autonomy — to achieve specific goals. AI-based systems can be purely software-based, acting in the virtual world (e.g. voice assistants, image analysis software, search engines, speech and face recognition systems) or AI can be embedded in hardware devices (e.g. advanced robots, autonomous cars, drones or Internet of Things applications) [26, p. 1]. In any new legal instrument, the definition of AI will need to be sufficiently flexible to accommodate technical progress while being precise enough to provide the necessary legal certainty [27, p. 16]. In the proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council «Laying Down Harmonized Rules on Artificial Intelligence (Artificial Intelligence Act) and Amending Certain Union Legislative Acts» from 2021/0106 (COD) [28], stated that «artificial intelligence system» (AI system) means software that is developed with one or more of the techniques and approaches listed in Annex I and can, for a given set of human-defined objectives, generate outputs such as content, predictions, recommendations, or decisions influencing the environments they interact with (Article 3 (1) of Regulation). Also, mentioned Proposal suggested that the definition of AI system should be based on the key functional characteristics of the software, in particular the ability, for a given set of human-defined objectives, to generate outputs such as content, predictions, recommendations, or decisions which influence the environment with which the system interacts, be it in a physical or digital dimension. The definition of AI system should be complemented by a list of specific techniques and approaches used for its development, which should be kept up-to-date in the light of market and technological developments through the adoption of delegated acts by the Commission to amend that list ((6) of Regulation). Moreover, The European Commission appointed a group of experts to provide advice on artificial intelligence strategy. High-level expert group on artificial intelligence (AI HLEG) in a document «A definition of AI: Main capabilities and scientific disciplines» gives propose to update AI definition and delimitate AI as a system and AI as a scientific discipline. According to this document, AI refers to systems designed by humans that, given a complex goal, act in the physical or digital world by perceiving their environment, interpreting the collected structured or unstructured data, reasoning on the knowledge derived from this data and deciding the best action(s) to take (according to pre-defined parameters) to achieve the given goal. AI systems can also be designed to learn to adapt their behaviour by analysing how the environment is affected by their previous actions. As a scientific discipline, AI includes several approaches and techniques, such as machine learning (of which deep learning and reinforcement learning are specific examples), machine reasoning (which includes planning, scheduling, knowledge representation and reasoning, search, and optimization), and robotics (which includes control, perception, sensors and actuators, as well as the integration of all other techniques into cyber-physical systems) [29, p. 7].

The first country that on legislation level enacted term AI is the United States of America (USA). The definition of AI was codified in statute John S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019 in section 238 (g), where the AI term includes the following — any artificial system that performs tasks
under varying and unpredictable circumstances without significant human oversight, or that can learn from experience and improve performance when exposed to data sets. An artificial system developed in computer software, physical hardware, or other context that solves tasks requiring human-like perception, cognition, planning, learning, communication, or physical action. An artificial system designed to think or act like a human, including cognitive architectures and neural networks. A set of techniques, including machine learning, that is designed to approximate a cognitive task. An artificial system designed to act rationally, including an intelligent software agent or embodied robot that achieves goals using perception, planning, reasoning, learning, communicating, decision making, and acting [30].

2. NECESSITY AND EXPEDIENCY OF LEGAL REGULATION OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN UKRAINE

Eastern Europe is taking the lead in offshore software development and Ukraine is the hottest outsourcing destination in the region. Ukraine is on its way to becoming a global tech powerhouse, taking 11th place on the list of the top offshore software development countries in the world (as of 2020) [31]. According to the Government AI Readiness Index 2020, Ukraine has the largest number of AI and machine learning providers in the Eastern Europe region [32, p. 59].

Tremendous growth of Artificial Intelligence all over the world raised crucial issues, connected to that area. On January 2020, Ministry and Committee of Digital Transformation formed an Expert Committee on the Development of Artificial Intelligence. Also, Ukraine is a country-member of the Ad Hoc Committee on Artificial Intelligence (CAHAI) of the Council of Europe [33]. Moreover, in 2019 Ukraine as a non-member of OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) become a country adherent to the Artificial Intelligence Principles (OECD, Recommendation of the Council on Artificial Intelligence, OECD/LEGAL/0449). Additionally, Ukraine is observing member of Standardization in the area of Artificial Intelligence (ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42 Artificial intelligence) [34]. In December 2020 the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine approved «The Concept for the Development of Artificial Intelligence in Ukraine» [35]. This Concept covers no more than definition of AI and further directions of the AI activity in the corresponding branches in Ukraine. However, Ukraine still remains in the process of discussing and creating of the legal regulation of basic approaches of development and usage of AI. It is essential to promote public and academic discussions, organize publicly available conversations on AI matters with strong purpose to fill the gaps in current Ukrainian legislation and to foster appropriate understanding and interpretation of AI definitions. Also, take into consideration international approaches of legal AI regulation as well as international case law on AI matters. What is more, it is highly crucial to draw information from national and international resources, observe, filter and critically analyze international approaches of AI legal regulations (Policies, Principles, Templates etc.) as well as explore international protection practices, which are widely exist in most developed countries. So, why it is important to develop and implement an effective legal regulation of development and usage of AI in Ukraine?

I. First of all, there are a numerous number of questions that seek for a legal regulation in the intellectual property protection aspects. There are four potential answers to this question of ownership, that stem from breaking down the machine learning pipeline into its parts: input (the training data that goes into the model), the model itself (a process of iterating and evaluating over results until a sufficient success threshold is reached), and finally the tangible output of a model which can take the form of a
generated art piece, story, etc. From this, a list of potential intellectual property owners becomes: the creator of the training data, the AI model itself, the programmer who curates the system, and lastly no one at all if it determined that AI-generated work are unprotectable and should become public domain. In addition to thinking about this concept of assigned ownership as a designation to the individual (or algorithm) with the greatest role in the resulting creative output, the problem of assignment needs to also uphold the greater roles of intellectual property law as described by intellectual property law theory [36]. One of the main problems that should be regulated is establishment of effective mechanism of protection of intellectual property rights within AI legal relationships in Ukraine, e.g., in the following aspects:

1. Contractual protection of intellectual property rights of AI developers, engineers, programmers, providers.

There are, at least, two types of relationships: 1) between AI developers/providers and users and 2) between AI developers and their employers. Generally stated that the inventor is the first owner of any patent which is applied for and granted over that invention. AI cannot be the inventor (and therefore the owner of a patent) because «devising» an invention is a human activity which involves contributing to the inventive concept. The invention and any patent granted over it will, as a consequence, belong either to the human deviser or, if an employee, their employer. In relation to copyright law, there is a scale with, at one end, AI being used as a tool, admittedly a very sophisticated tool, to help develop new inventions [37]. In the research «Expert Q&A on Artificial Intelligence (AI) Licensing» for purposes of this discussion, the term «provider» refers to the AI licensor and the term «user» refers to the business that is the AI licensee. The provider (AI licensor) typically is the owner of the AI solution and provides a license to the AI solution to the user. The license may include restrictions on use, such as a field of use restriction, territorial limitations, or uses prohibited for risk, legal, or ethical reasons. For example, voice recognition technology may be appropriate for helping customers to navigate a voice response unit but may not be appropriate for analysis to impute IQ scores to prescreen for employment or confer other benefits. Since US IP laws do not squarely cover AI, as between an AI provider and user, contractual terms are the best way to attempt to gain the benefits of IP protections in AI license agreements. For instance, the parties could:

a) designate certain AI components as trade secrets;

b) protect AI components by: limiting use rights; designating AI components as confidential information in the terms and conditions; and restricting use of confidential information. Include assignment rights in AI evolutions from one party or the other;

c) determine the license and use rights the parties want to establish between the provider and the user for each AI component;

d) clearly articulate the rights in the terms and conditions [38, pp. 3, 4].

Depending on the AI arrangement, the provider may provide a license to software or grant access to cloud services containing the AI. References to AI licensing, therefore, typically include: 1. On-premises licenses of AI, where the user installs, trains, and operates the AI solution; 2. Subscription to software as a service (SaaS) or other cloud services the provider offers where the user accesses the AI solution in the cloud via the internet, and the provider often trains the AI solution. For more on software licensing, SaaS, and other cloud services: 1. Software License Agreements; 2. Software as a Service (SaaS) Agreements; 3. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS) Agreements [38, pp. 1, 3, 4].

Thousands of researchers and engineers are currently working on machine learning (ML) and AI software. However, developers often have limited or even no control over how this software is used once
it is released publicly. For instance, the same AI tool that can be used for faster and more accurate cancer diagnoses can also be used in powerful surveillance systems. This lack of control is especially salient when a developer is working on open-source ML or AI software packages, which are foundational to a wide variety of the most beneficial ML and AI applications. Responsible AI Licenses (RAIL) empower developers to restrict the use of their AI technology in order to prevent irresponsible and harmful applications [39]. Both a source code license [40] and an end-user license [41] developers can include with AI software to restrict its use. Licensees should consider contractual ownership and use of the components of AI, including the AI tool, evolutionary changes to the AI tool, the training data and instructions, and the output of operation of the AI tool. When licensing AI, AI providers expect to continue to own the underlying AI tool, and some may expect to own the evolutionary changes as well. Much of the AI that businesses will use may require training. The license should address which party will train the AI, which party will own the training instructions and which party will own the evolution of the AI tool based on the training [42]. As we have seen, contracts play a major role in securing and assigning IP rights in the development of AI technology. Furthermore, contracts help fill gaps and protect training datasets, and AI generated outputs that are not protectable by IP. It is often the case that the most competitively valuable information in a computer implemented product is the algorithm. Consumers of the product interact only with the AI interface and will typically not have access to the algorithm. This means the algorithm could be protected as a trade secret provided the appropriate security measures were in place. In fact, Google’s search algorithm is a famous trade secret. The key advantage that trade secret protection provides over patents and copyright is that trade secrets can protect a broader range of information (including business methods, inventions, and even original ideas in certain circumstances) on the condition that the information is kept secret. However, trade secret protection can be instantaneously and irreversibly lost if the secret is disclosed publicly. And even if the trade secret remains in place, the secret holder has no recourse if a competitor independently develops the same AI technology that is protected by the secret [44].

2. Copyright protection of AI/AI-generated objects, outputs

is dependent on many factors including: the type of AI to be protected; the likely lifespan of the technology; the value of the AI; and its importance to the business [44]. Corporate AI developers face two key decisions around how to protect their AI-related intellectual property: whether or not to patent AI techniques and systems, and whether to open-source models or keep them private as trade secrets. A prevalent strategy among top AI developers today involves accumulating patents while simultaneously sharing research with the open-source community. For example, Microsoft holds the most number of machine learning patents in the US, but is also an active participant in the open-source community. Amazon, Google, IBM, Facebook, Baidu, Tencent, and several other companies are prolific patent holders in AI while also open-sourcing substantial portions of their systems and sharing their work at academic conferences [45, p. 2]. AI technology may be suited to trade secret protection. It is often the case that the most competitively valuable information in a computer implemented product is the algorithm. Consumers of the product interact only with the AI interface and will typically not have access to the algorithm. This means the algorithm could be protected as a trade secret provided the appropriate security measures were in place. In fact, Google’s search algorithm is a famous trade secret. The key advantage that trade secret protection provides over patents and copyright is that trade secrets can protect a broader range of information (including business methods, inventions, and even original ideas in certain circumstances) on the condition that the information is kept secret. However, trade secret protection can be instantaneously and irreversibly lost if the secret is disclosed publicly. And even if the trade secret remains in place, the secret holder has no recourse if a competitor independently develops the same AI technology that is protected by the secret [44].
Andres Guadamuz (University of Sussex, United Kingdom) stated that creating works using AI could have very important implications for copyright law. Traditionally, the ownership of copyright in computer-generated works was not in question because the program was merely a tool that supported the creative process, very much like a pen and paper. AI is already being used to generate works in music, journalism and gaming. These works could in theory be deemed free of copyright because they are not created by a human author. As such, they could be freely used and reused by anyone. That would be very bad news for the companies selling the works. Imagine you invest millions in a system that generates music for video games, only to find that the music is not protected by law and can be used without payment by anyone in the world [46]. Important to mention that AI created art has been exhibited in many top contemporary art galleries in London, New York City, and around the world. In addition, a single AI generated painting sold for nearly half a million dollars at Christie’s auction house, which is strong evidence supporting the financial value — and historical significance — of AI generated art [47]. In October 2018, a work of art by Edmond de Belamie, which was created with the help of an intelligent algorithm, was auctioned for $432,500 at Christie’s Auction House [48].

4. Patent protection (patentability) of AI/Al related objects; issues in inventorship and ownership of AI, e. g., who could be considered as inventor — AI itself or natural person (individual/individuals collectively), who took no involvement in the invention process, if the invention itself was autonomously generated by AI.

Ryan Abbott (University of Surrey, UK; UCLA, California, USA) believes that patents can promote disclosure of information and the commercialization of socially valuable products. Patents for AI-generated works will accomplish these goals as well as any other patents. By contrast, failing to allow protection for inventions generated by AI would mean that, in the future, businesses may not be able to use AI to invent, even when it becomes more effective than people in solving certain problems. Such a scenario would also encourage gamesmanship with patent offices by failing to declare a filing is based on an AI-generated invention [49]. Lastly, the fact that a human finances, owns, or operates AI is insufficient to qualify that person as an inventor. As made clear in TS Holdings, financing or initiating the process of invention (e.g., by setting inventors to task) does not satisfy the standard to be named on a patent. In such situations, a person may be responsible for an invention, but they have not actually invented a new technology [50, p. 1963]. Many AI companies are pursuing what may seem like a counterintuitive IP strategy: aggressively patenting AI technologies while sharing them freely. They experience competitive pressure to patent in order to present the threat of a countersuit if another company sues them for IP infringement [45].

Currently, it seems to be really hard to obtain a patent on AI/Al-related applications, especially when they are generated by computer systems. For instance, famous Alice Corporation Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank International et al. case (Alice case, 2014) and other cases (which often, afterwards, were based and decided on the Alice case argumentation) in the United States common law system are demonstrate that software-related inventions and, what is more, AI-generated application, frequently considered to be not patent-eligible. In the Alice case petitioner — Alice Corporation is the assignee of several patents that disclose schemes to manage certain forms of financial risk. The patents at issue in this case disclose a computer-implemented scheme for mitigating «settlement risk» (i. e., the risk that only one party to a financial transaction will pay what it owes) by using a third-party intermediary. The invention «enables the management of risk relating to specified, yet unknown,
future events», «invention relates to methods and apparatus, including electrical computers and data processing systems applied to financial matters and risk management». The court decided that the claims at issue are drawn to the abstract idea of intermediated settlement, and that merely requiring generic computer implementation fails to transform that abstract idea into a patent-eligible invention. Also, was concluded that petitioner’s claims «draw on the abstract idea of reducing settlement risk by effecting trades through a third-party intermediary», and that the use of a computer to maintain, adjust, and reconcile shadow accounts added nothing of substance to that abstract idea. The «abstract ideas» category embodies «the longstanding rule that ‘[a]n idea of itself is not patentable’». The Supreme Court of the United States concluded that the method claims, which merely require generic computer implementation, fail to transform that abstract idea into a patent-eligible invention and «held that simply implementing a mathematical principle on a physical machine, namely a computer, is not a patentable application of that principle» [51]. In the PurePredictive, Inc. v. H2O. AI, Inc. case (2017), plaintiff — PurePredictive, Inc is the technology company that uses artificial intelligence to provide insight into business’s data through the use of predictive modeling and owner of the ‘446 Patent. United States District Court, N.D. California used Alice argumentation (among other cases) to find the ‘446 patent «an automated factory for predictive analytics» as patent ineligible, because claims are directed to the abstract concept of the manipulation of mathematical functions and make use of computers only as tools, rather than provide a specific improvement on a computer-related technology [52]. All above mentioned and a few similar cases (particularly like in the Alice and Pure Predictive cases) demonstrate that previously patented software/AI-generated inventions can be found patent-ineligible by filing a lawsuit or counterclaim for infringement by competitors. In point of fact, financial and intellectual investments and efforts particular individuals or companies could be depreciated. From the above mentioned, it may follow that disregard for the existence of a patent and infringements in Intellectual Property field take place, due to the uncertainties, absence or lack of AI Ethics, Principles, legal provisions in AI field.

Nowadays, it is generally established that AI application cannot be registered as inventor. An American artificial intelligence expert, Stephen Thaler, developed AI system «DABUS» that invented two technical solutions involving food containers and light for attracting enhanced attention. Since 2018, Thaler had filed applications in various countries and would like to designate the AI system «DABUS» instead of himself as the inventor. This is the first time, where AI had been designated as the inventor in an application. However, the above applications were rejected by patent offices in multiple countries because of AI inventor issues [53]. The United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) in Decision on Petition stated that it is axiomatic that inventors are the individuals that conceive of the invention. According to the 35 U.S. Code § 100(f) the term «inventor» means the individual or, if a joint invention, the individuals collectively who invented or discovered the subject matter of the invention. When explaining the distinction between inventorship and ownership of an invention by a corporation, the Federal Circuit in an earlier decision, Beech Aircraft Corp. v. EDO Corp., stated that: «only natural persons can be «inventors»». So, U.S patent law does not permit a machine to be named as the inventor in a patent application [54]. The European Patent Office (EPO) in Decision also refused to recognize AI as inventor. So, the applicant Stephen Thaler is still in appeals process against decision and intends to register «DABUS» as the inventor [55]. The UK Intellectual
Property Office (UKIPO) in the Decision stated that DABUS is not a person as envisaged by sections 7 and 13 of the UK Patent Act 1977 and cannot be considered an inventor. What is more, in the Conclusion of the Decision was stated that even «if I am wrong on this point, the applicant is still not entitled to apply for a patent simply by virtue of ownership of DABUS, because a satisfactory derivation of right has not been provided» [56].

II. AI and national, international and social security, and data protection are another vulnerable and widely discussed aspects that needed for the legal regulation AI and national security, as well as data protection are huge and extremely essential areas that must be carefully and responsibly discussed during creation of AI regulation policy in Ukraine. These fields are broad, have own advantages and disadvantages and include many aspects that needed sufficient legal provisions, which would protect national security, prevent data breach on all kind of levels. But at the same time Ukrainian government may encourage to develop and invest in AI area, with the purpose for the technological progress for the common good.

There are a number of direct applications of AI relevant for national security purposes [57, p. 3]. Important to mention that these AI applications could have one country of origin and, at the same time, could potentially cause damage on national and/or international levels, economics, businesses, and not excluding, of causing damages to other countries. This fact proves that legal regulation of AI should be one the main priorities in each country that has purpose to develop effective AI Policy.

Talking about disadvantages, unlike traditional cyberattacks that are caused by «bugs» or human mistakes in code, AI attacks are enabled by inherent limitations in the underlying AI algorithms that currently cannot be fixed. Further, AI attacks fundamentally expand the set of entities that can be used to execute cyberattacks. For the first time, physical objects can be now used for cyberattacks (e.g., an AI attack can transform a stop sign into a green light in the eyes of a self-driving car by simply placing a few pieces of tape on the stop sign itself). Data can also be weaponized in new ways using these attacks, requiring changes in the way data is collected, stored, and used. There are five areas most immediately affected by artificial intelligence attacks: content filters, the military, law enforcement, traditionally human-based tasks being replaced by AI, and civil society. These areas are attractive targets for attack, and are growing more vulnerable due to their increasing adoption of artificial intelligence for critical tasks [58]. AI is being incorporated into a number of other intelligences, surveillance, and reconnaissance applications, as well as in logistics, cyberspace operations, information operations, command and control, semiautonomous and autonomous vehicles, and lethal autonomous weapon systems [59, p. 10]. Proliferation of AI in weapon systems in combination with absence of international regulation on their development could lead to a new trilateral Arms race [60, p. 4]. Many major cybersecurity failures began with «social engineering», wherein the attacker manipulates a user into compromising their own security. Email phishing to trick users into revealing their passwords is a well-known example. The most effective phishing attacks are human-customized to target the specific victim (aka spear-phishing attacks) — for instance, by impersonating their coworkers, family members, or specific online services that they use. AI technology offers the potential to automate this target customization, matching targeting data to the phishing message and thereby increasing the effectiveness of social engineering attacks. Moreover, AI systems with the ability to create realistic, low-cost audio and video forgeries (discussed more below) will expand the phishing attack space from email to other communication domains, such as phone
calls and video conferencing. Another bright example, when AI systems able to recognize patterns and calculate the probability of future events, when applied to human behavior analysis, can reinforce echo chambers and confirmation bias. Machine learning algorithms on social media platforms prioritize content that users are already expected to favor and produce messages targeted at those already susceptible to them. [57, pp. 4, 5].

Interesting fact that in 2019 plaintiffs Cyrus A. Parsa, the AI Organization, Inc. and others filed a lawsuit against defendants Google L.L.C, Facebook Inc, DeepMind Inc. and others, with 26 complaints to the United States District Court Southern District of California. Main plaintiffs’ claims are misuse of AI, cybernetics, robotics, biometrics, bioengineering, 5G and quantum computing technology, endangering the human race with the misuse of AI technology, transfer of AI weapon technology to China, bio-digital social programming of the human race by use of their biometrics and AI and other complaints [61]. Currently, the decision or comments on this case have not been made publicly available (if any existing).

However, talking about advantages, AI is useful in particular with respect to Human resources and manning requirements: making (heterogeneous) systems work together; data exchange; command coordination; target allocation (also between nations); working with fewer resources; taking the man on/over the loop; coordination of sensors and effectors; threat detection and identification; semi-autonomous weapon allocation; improving timeliness (fast threat, pop up, numerous threat); derivation of intent, situational awareness and evaluation. The main applications of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning are to enhance C2, Communications, Sensors, Integration and Interoperability [62, p. 76]. The maturation of the Information Age has forced some adaptation and evolution in our laws, regulations, and policies. But the pace and intensity of technological change has often made it difficult for the policy, regulations, and laws to keep up. As has been the case in other periods of intense change, the lag in the evolution of laws and regulations can lead to significant policy gaps. The legal standards of reasonable or acceptable privacy need renegotiation to accommodate new technologies that are being adopted at pace and scale [63, p. 2].

In executive summary of Study of Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs Harvard Kennedy School was clarified main current realities such as: researchers in the field of AI have demonstrated significant technical progress over the past five years, much faster than was previously anticipated; most AI research advances are occurring in the private sector and academia; existing capabilities in AI have significant potential for national security; future progress in AI has the potential to be a transformative national security technology, on a par with nuclear weapons, aircraft, computers, and biotech; advances in AI will affect national security by driving change in three areas: military superiority, information superiority, and economic superiority [64].

In a world in which algorithms reign, the research talent and resources to develop those algorithms become preeminent. Current supply of this talent cannot meet global demand. As a result, policymakers at the national level must find ways to attract foreign talent to their country, to retain the talent that does come, and to develop new talent. The resulting policy levers are things like visa controls, industrial strategies, worker retraining and certification frameworks for AI skills, and educational investments to meet AI faculty and teacher shortages. Given the centrality of AI talent for algorithmic advances, these routine government functions can take on significant national security and economic implications. Though seemingly mundane, this ground is the terrain on which geopolitical competition in the age of AI is
first fought. Privacy issues rise in importance the more data matters for AI. Insofar as tension exists between the privacy rights of users and the value of their data in training machine learning systems, governments must manage the balance. They will have to craft privacy laws and regulations that protect the civil liberties and rights of individuals without unduly constraining the innovation that using their data for training might enable [65, p. 11, 12].

CONCLUSION

Development and everyday usage of AI applications is an inevitable process, in our digital age. Progress in IT and AI areas is unstoppable and develops more and more every day. Unfortunately, countries, which do not properly develop the conducive AI ecosystem, do not make any investments, do not create AI legislation and do not stimulate young and proficient IT/AI developers. It is potentially leads:

a) to become vulnerable to cyberattacks on public and private levels, or on politicians;

b) data breach could appear;

c) economics and businesses could lose financial benefits and profit;

d) absence of own strong AI base and Policy in the country, may cause to become completely dependent on World’s Global AI leaders and their decisions etc.

Hopefully, this story is not about Ukraine. Without any doubts, there are a several crucial issues that have to be legally clarified in Ukrainian legislation. Numerous gaps in AI and Intellectual Property fields, absence of specialized AI legislation, necessity of strengthening of data protection field, protection of national security, fundamental human rights, strengthening copyright, patent protection of AI/IAI outputs should be priority of Ukrainian public policy makers. Ukraine right now is on it is way to foster advancement of IT and AI markets. There are a number of successful Ukrainian AI applications. Such as: 1) Ukrainian technology company Grammarly that develops a digital writing tool using AI, which helps to write texts in English; 2) Agrolabs is utilizing IoT (internet of things), robotics and AI to help farmers achieve a full control over the growing process; 3) Agrieye develops a drone packed with sensors and multispectral camera that uses remote sensing, unmanned air vehicles, and big and open data analyses; 4) Chatbots.Studio is dedicated focus on business automation and AI chatbots development, their bots already serve in banks, insurance, telecoms, retail and service companies; 5) Court on the Palm (Суд на долоні) is analytical tool for searching court decisions in a faster way) etc.

However, AI leading countries such as the United States of America (USA), China and EU still have much broader AI markets and experience, huge competition that attract many Ukrainians. That is why, it is not surprise that intelligent Ukrainian IT/AI developers leave motherland looking for a better career perspective, assurance in protection of their rights, financial bonuses and stability. For a number of reasons, it is extremely important to deeply research and analyze of the USA (despite the fact that the USA is a common law system), European Union (EU) AI policies, WIPO White Papers and Recommendations, International and National researches. Firstly, for Ukraine it is paramount to follow and to take an active part in discussions on AI topics dedicated to the legal regulation on AI that currently held worldwide (especially when they are held in the virtual format). Secondly, Ukrainian legislators may find many progressive views and ideas that could help to create and afterwards, implement the most accurate AI legal provisions in Ukraine by exploring the diverse world’s practice and by analyzing different visions on similar AI problems that are exist in Ukraine. Creation of legal regulation of advancement, development and usage of AI could attract and stimulate IT/AI progress, and would promote adherence and trust in our legislation system. What is more, lack of clarity and general understanding around AI in
Ukrainian society could lead to descension of involvement, understanding and interest on AI matters. Due to the fact that Ukraine already develops some great AI applications in many industries, without appropriate legislation might be hard to prove and define, for instance, the level of responsibility for possible violation by this AI application. General AI provisions needed to be established in order to understand, who is liable and responsible for the violation that was made by AI (who is liable, kind of infringement, level of responsibility). In the case of violation of privacy right/data breach by AI application of individual/particular group of people, who will be responsible — AI application itself, individual/group of individuals, who created and developed AI software (AI developers, engineers etc.) or AI developer’s employer. Also, it could be great to create field-specific agency or non-profit organization (public or private), where IT/AI engineers along with legal professionals could directly give legal aid, consultations, deal and assist with such specific AI cases. Also, highly essential to foresee potential violations of national security, fundamental human rights from the AI perspective. Legislation on AI and IP matters also should be on agenda. It is essential to emphasize on necessity of raising legal academic discussions, legislative initiatives, dedicated to the legal regulation of AI in Ukraine. It is important purpose to develop and foster creation of AI legal regulation, further advancement of AI legislation, as well as establishment of effective mechanism of protection of Intellectual Property and Technology rights in Ukraine.

At the same time, it is vital to let and encourage AI bring social and economic benefits to the country, economics, civilians and businesses. By encouragement of AI area could be implied reinforcement of IT/AI engineers, developers and other related positions to that area. For instance:

- support and encourage of Ukrainian software developers, AI engineers, IT representatives to work on and to create more and more Ukrainian AI applications in Ukraine;
- attract investments and investors for financial incentives in AI area;
- arrange no-charge international AI career enhancement trainings for experience shearing, which will help to expand professional opportunities;
- organize no charge workshops, forums, national and international conferences, discussions together with international organizations that would be dedicated to the AI matters. That would give an opportunity to receive up-to-date information and share bilateral knowledge, examine and deepen AI experience for all the participants.

Currently, Ukraine is in the progress of AI development. And to become a global leader in AI in healthcare, agriculture, education, justice, banking and financial services, logistics industries, Ukraine shall make efforts to create a legal framework to wit template of principles, ethics, particular provisions of legal regulation of advancement, development and usage AI in Ukraine. In this research were used general scientific and special scientific methods such as formal-logical, comparative, dialectical, normative, systemic, analysis, synthesis, induction and deduction, the method of comparison.
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щем законодательстві. Інтелектуальна собственность (ИС) является наиболее уязвимой сферой и требует создания специального законодательства об ИИ. Этот раздел показывает, что чрезвычайно важным является установление защиты прав ИС в рамках правоохранительной в сфере ИИ в Украине в следующих аспектах: договорной защите прав интеллектуальной собственности разработчиков ИИ; защиты прав интеллектуальной собственности на компоненты ИИ и непосредственно программ ИИ; защите ИИ и изобретений, созданные ИИ (в порядке охраны и защиты авторских прав); патентная защита (патентоспособность) ИИ и изобретений, созданных ИИ. Также в Разделе 2 анализируются отдельные вопросы ИИ и национальной, международной и социальной безопасности, вопросы защиты данных. Раздел 3 «Вывод» демонстрирует, что отсутствие специального правового регулирования в сфере ИИ (нормативно-правового акта и специального законодательства в сфере ИИ, которое бы регулировало приведение, развитие и использование исклінійного інтелекта в Украине) потенциально может привести к многочисленным проблемам в государственном/частном секторах, может создавать угрозы для экономики, бизнеса, гражданского населения.

Ключевые слова: исклінійний інтелект (ІИ), правовое регулирование ИИ, защища права интеллектуальной собственности (ИС), национальная безопасность, защита прав и свобод человека, защита данных.

Жидалова К. С. Окрести аспекты необходимости правового регулирования штучного интеллекту в Україні. У даній статті розглянуто та наведено конкретні та актуальні аспекти необхідності правового регулювання штучного інтелекту (ШІ) в Україні. Метою дослідження було продемонструвати конкретні юридичні та об'єктивні причини необхідності та доцільності законодавства щодо просування, розвитку та використання ШІ в Україні. У Розділі 1 «Розуміння штучного інтелекту» наведені приклади зastosовування, доктрінальні та різноманітні правові визначення ШІ. Це дослідження демонструє різні підходи та бачення створення найприйнятнішої термінології ШІ. У цій главі помічаються ключові відмінності між двома видами ШІ («силний ШІ» та «слабкий ШІ»). Відомо того, як у даному науковому дослідженні детально описано та проілюстровано відмінності між такими складними галузями техніки (технології) як штучний інтелект та робототехніка. Розділ 2 «Необхідність та доцільність правового регулювання штучного інтелекту в Україні» показує необхідність правового регулювання, єстественно проходящий в циному законодавстві. Інтелектуальна власність (ІВ) є найбільш базовою сферою і праґне до створення спеціального законодавства про ШІ. Цей розділ демонструє, що надзвичайно важливим є встановлення захисту прав ІВ у рамках правовідношень у сфері ШІ в Україні в таких аспектах: договірний захист прав інтелектуальної власності розробників ШІ; захист прав інтелектуальної власності на компоненти ШІ та безпосередньо програми ШІ; захист ШІ та винаходи, створені ШІ (в порядку охорони і захисту авторських прав): патентний захист (патентоспоживання) ШІ та винаходи, створені ШІ. Також у Розділі 2 аналізуються окремі питання ШІ та національні, міжнародні та соціальної безпеки, питання захисту даних. Розділ 3 «Висновок» демонструє, що відсутність спеціального правового регулювання у сфері ШІ (нормативно-правового акта та спеціального законодавства у сфері ШІ, яке б регулювало просування, розвиток та використання ШІ в Україні) потенційно може призвести до численних проблем у державному/приватному секторах, створювати загрози для економіки, бізнесу, цивільного населення.

Ключові слова: штучний інтелект (ШІ), правове регулювання ШІ, захист прав інтелектуальної власності (ІВ), національна безпека, захист прав і свобод людини, захист даних.